
PDF Reader－Document Expert

**About PDF Reader - Document Expert**

The PDF Reader - Document Expert makes it easy to read and comment on PDFs. In addition, PDF

forms can be filled and sent directly via the app.

PDF Reader -Document Expert is ideal for working with PDFs. With the help of the app, you can not

only open and read all file formats, especially PDFs, but also add comments to them. You also

have the option to fill in, sign and e-mail PDF forms directly in the app. In addition, documents can

be scanned with the camera of your smartphone or tablet and can be converted into a PDF

document within seconds.

**PDF Reader - Document Reader: Functions**

- Open PDFs: The PDF Reader makes it possible to open files of any format. In addition, the app is

equipped with special features that make reading PDFs even easier and clearer. For example, the

app gives you a good overview of all saved PDFs and shows thumbnails of each document.

- Edit and comment on PDFs: The app has many helpful tools that you can use to comment on and

edit your PDFs. You can not only write notes in the margin, but also, for example, underline or

highlight important content. With many colors, shapes, and icons to choose from, you can make

many different annotations and markers without cluttering the document.

- Fill in forms: To fill in forms more effectively and quickly, you can easily fill all PDF forms in the

app. You also have the option of signing contracts with your finger or a special pen for

smartphones and tablets. Because of that, you do not have to print out contracts or forms in order

to process them. Since you can send the completed forms directly by e-mail, you have saved even

more time.

- Save in the cloud: All files are automatically synced to a cloud service you've selected. For

example, cloud providers such as Dropbox, One Drive, Google Drive or iCloud are available.

- Document scanner: If you use the camera of your smartphone or tablet as a scanner and point it

to any document, form or recipe, the scanned document is automatically converted into a PDF.

Conclusion: The PDF Reader - Document Reader ensures an effective and uncomplicated working

with PDFs. In the app, numerous tools are available, which allow, for example, commenting

documents or filling in forms.


